
by Kirby J. Harrison

he office in the sky has always been
a bit closer to “pie in the sky” than
anyone wanted to admit. Early on
it consisted of little more than a

tired old portable Remington and a few sheets
of paper. But with the advance of computer
technology, the business aviation industry
began looking forward to a true office in the
sky, an exact duplicate of the office on the
ground, with all the same equipment and, best
of all, real-time Internet access through satel-
lite communications. In effect, a seamless
transition from the executive suite at the top
of the office tower to the top of the world, rac-
ing along at 51,000 ft.

The office aloft still isn’t quite reality, but
it would appear from all the activity that the
long-awaited pie in the sky is about to come
out of the oven and everybody wants a slice,
either of the product itself or the market.

Big news came late fall last year when El
Segundo, Calif.-based DeCrane Aircraft Hold-
ings introduced e-Cabin.Connect, with the aim
of developing a 512-kbps linkup expected to
be available in the first quarter of this year. 

It is now 2002 and the end of the first quar-
ter is less than one month away, and DeCrane
admits that the certification date has slipped
by a month or more. The setback, according
to Chuck Curry, DeCrane v-p and business
manager of e-Cabin.Connect, is the result of a
busy schedule on the part of the owner of the
Gulfstream IV-SP committed to the test pro-

gram. The tests require an aircraft already fit-
ted with a tail-mounted satcom fairing in
which to install the e-Cabin.Connect antenna.

As of January 30, Curry said, tests to con-
firm the ability of the Rantec parabolic antenna
to maintain the continuous satellite lock neces-
sary for the high-speed transfer of information
had been going on for two weeks. Also being
tested are the radomes of “a couple of manu-
facturers” to determine the degree of transmis-
sion and signal degradation. Tests, he said,
would probably continue through this month.

Curry described the e-Cabin.Connect
platform as “the only system of its kind that
can manage information inside the cabin as
well as the transmission to and reception of
information from satellite systems outside
the cabin.” This would include DeCrane’s
Map.Net movable map display, all interior
communications, on-demand audio and video
and inflight satellite phone systems. A built-in
modem will interface with any standard nar-
row-band satphone system, including Mag-
naStar, Iridium or Teledyne. “The box,” said
Curry, “also holds encoding and decoding
modules for the storage of video information
and, if desired, can interface with a security
surveillance camera for hard-drive playback.”

While DeCrane’s current e-Cabin.Connect,
priced at about $500,000 (uninstalled), is de-
signed for larger midsize business jets–the Fal-
con 50, Hawker Horizon, Continental–and up,
the company is evaluating an antenna and ac-
companying system that will fit smaller aircraft.
But this, said Curry, “is about a year away.”

DeCrane’s partners in development of 
e-Cabin.Connect include Teledyne Controls of
Los Angeles and Rantec of Calabasas, Calif.
Partner ViaSat of Carlsbad, Calif. is providing
DeCrane with the satellite constellation net-
work and engineering firm Passenger Net-
works of Santa Ana, Calif., is the systems
integrator and is also developing the integrated
server receiver.

Competition Gearing Up
Late last year, Rockwell Collins announced

it was launching a similar in-flight nerve cen-
ter. Known as “eFlight,” it would usher in a
new era in cabin air/ground communications
by providing secure, high-speed access to 
e-mail and the Internet. Not only would it
serve the cabin, a cockpit link would allow pi-
lots to automatically start uploading the latest
FMS database, transmit automated position
and status information, download maintenance
prognostics and forward dispatch and mainte-
nance releases to personnel on the ground.

The idea, assuming Collins can solve the
technical challenges, is to turn the cabin and
cockpit into an integrated communications cen-
ter with almost limitless possibilities for col-
lecting, storing and distributing information.

The new digital data acquisition, distribution
and display model is made possible by new
satellite-based datalinks, such as Inmarsat’s
Swift64 service, designed to provide the air-
borne equivalent of an ISDN line to the aircraft.
Initial eFlight services would include digital
ATIS and limited ATC messaging, as well as
weather, flight following, flight and diplomatic
clearances, e-mail and Internet access.

To allow for a high-speed Inmarsat data con-
nection, Collins is introducing the HST-900, an
additional transceiver married to an existing
SAT-906 antenna and high-power amplifier.

Initial eFlight services are scheduled to
come online next year, after Inmarsat opens
its high-speed satcom data pipe. Observers
expect that when this happens, it will be on a
par with other important aviation milestones,
such as introduction of satcom itself in the
late 1980s and the flight management system
in the 1970s.

A major part of the Cedar Rapids, Iowa
company’s business strategy is an agreement
with Universal Weather & Aviation to provide
data and operations management services to
the flight deck and flight operations of busi-
ness aircraft. Services from Universal would
include flight planning, trip status and textual
and graphical weather bundled together in a
variety of service packages.

Most recently, Arinc announced its own
new in-flight broadband communications sys-

tem that it claims “achieves true broadband
data rates in both directions–receiving and
transmitting.” The “groundbreaking” technol-
ogy includes an FCC-approved broadband re-
turn link–transmitting from a small mobile
antenna up to a Ku-band geostationary satel-
lite. The system can deliver 10 mbps from
satellite to aircraft and 2 mbps from the aircraft
to satellite. This is fast enough to carry multi-
ple television signals in either direction. In fact,
this connection is faster than land-based T1
lines, which transmit data at about 1.544 mbps.

Arinc senior director of in-flight passenger
services Thomas Mullan told AIN that the
company has already presented the broadband
concept to all the major business aircraft
OEMs, and has secured launch agreements
from two unnamed airframers.

Mullan also said Arinc has signed an agree-
ment to become a service provider to De-
Crane. At the same time, Mullan admitted that
Arinc will be a competitor for DeCrane’s
eCabin.Connect. Both systems will use the
Rantec antenna and, like DeCrane, Arinc has
said it too is exploring smaller e-cabin systems
compact enough for midsize business aircraft.

Arinc is engaged in ground tests of the sys-
tem at its Annapolis, Md. headquarters and
expects to begin flight trials in the second
quarter of this year. Mullan declined to dis-
close the type of aircraft on which tests will
take place, but said he “fully expects” the sys-
tem to be certified and available for installa-
tion in the third quarter.

Initially, Arinc service will be available
only over the contiguous U.S. and Mullan
said it could take “a couple of years” to gain
approvals to operate the service over other
parts of the globe.

Honeywell Stakes Its Claim, Too
Honeywell, not to be left behind, has been

demonstrating its Inflightmail airborne e-mail
service aboard the company’s Citation V since
last summer. In that test configuration, data is
transmitted through the Iridium low-earth-orbit
satellite network using an Airsat I satphone and
onboard computer server. According to Don
Shell, business area manager for Honeywell’s
Airborne Cabin Services, “the tests went ex-
ceedingly well” and the system remains aboard
the airplane for demonstration purposes and
further tests. It has already been installed for
customers as “a successful working system” on
a Challenger 604 and a Global Express. The
first, on the Global Express, uses an Inmarsat
link and has a transfer speed of 2.4 kbps.

Inflightmail uses the onboard server and
router Honeywell has named the Total Aircraft
Information System (TAIS) as a “network in

The “e-cabin” offer-
ing high-speed Inter-
net access appears
within reach and is
at the top or near the
top of virtually every
business jet cus-
tomer’s list of cabin
necessities.

Banks of expensive monitors are giving way to electrical outlets and computer ports as customers choose
to bring their own work tools in the form of laptop computers.
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business on a global scale reaches unprecedented levels, more business aircraft
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their office on the ground. And with the latest technology being offered for both
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warning systems (TAWS) in the cockpit to the “e-cabin” offering true high-speed Internet access and
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ing process that adds the gloss to the business aircraft cabin.
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the sky.” Like competitors, Honeywell sees
the onboard box as a key to a variety of air-
borne cabin services and operational applica-
tions.

A definite plus is the ability of Inflightmail
to use wireless communication transmissions
between the onboard server and passenger lap-
top computers, minimizing weight, system in-
stallation costs and electrical interference. The
wireless local area network (LAN) unit per-
mitting up to 11-mbps data transfer within the
cabin is optional.

But the big news, said Shell, is that In-
flightmail is actually part of a still-to-be-an-
nounced and larger package called “ePaxx.”
Shell described it as “a family of services to
be launched this year that will include recep-
tion of text news from a variety of sources, a
moving map and onboard Web cache.” All
this, he said, will be supported by an airborne
network server and will be available by the
end of the year.

According to Honeywell product marketing
and sales manager Randle Jennings, the com-
pany offers a network server unit (NSU) that

contains an Ethernet hub, com-
munications interface and all
necessary inputs and outputs. In-
flightmail is Internet based,
meaning passengers may use
laptop computers and existing
Internet browser software to ac-
cess their e-mail. It is also com-
patible with major e-mail
programs, such as Microsoft
Outlook, Lotus Notes and
Netscape Messenger.

Two providers of satellite
service include Qualcomm and
Globalstar. Neither has a prod-
uct ready anytime soon for the
market, but both are demon-
strating a satellite-based air-

borne Internet link for business jets aboard
Qualcomm’s Challenger 604. Airshow of
Tustin, Calif., designed the hardware for the
system, but with satellite operator Globalstar
on the financial ropes and facing bankruptcy,
the future of this system is uncertain at best.

Bombardier vs Gulfstream, Again
The e-cabin race to deliver a viable product

has brought two of the major business air-
planes OEMs head-to-head again–Bombardier
and Gulfstream. Both offer a line of large-
cabin, long-range business jets–Bombardier
with its Global Express and Challenger 
604 and Gulfstream with its GV and GIV-SP–
whose owners would benefit considerably
from the new ground/air real-time communi-
cation technology.

Gulfstream has for some time offered its
LAN wireless cabin communication system,
connecting printers, laptops and mail servers.
But it would appear that Bombardier, which has
teamed with DeCrane, has a slight lead in actu-
ally bringing high-speed, real-time ground/air
communication capability to the market, most

likely first as an option on the Global Express.
DeCrane has declined to name a specific

launch customer for its e-Cabin.Connect sys-
tem, though it regularly mentions Bombardier
as “part of the launch customer network.”

Gulfstream is thought to be developing a
competitive airborne high-speed Internet
system, but a spokesman for the Savannah,
Ga.-based company would say only that
“Gulfstream continues to explore the issue and
is encouraged by our progress to date.”

Roy Elsasser, director of aircraft specifica-
tion and design for Dassault Falcon Jet, said
the French business jet manufacturer’s interior
engineers are carefully monitoring the differ-
ent high-speed Internet developments, “but
you can’t do very much until they’re avail-
able,” he added.

Elsasser, from Falcon Jet headquarters at
New Jersey’s Teterboro Airport, said cus-
tomers initially sing the praises of inflight
high-speed Internet systems being developed,
“but when they see the $400,000 price tag, the
tune changes.”

Meanwhile, said Elsasser, “We haven’t got-
ten into bed with [any of the e-cabin develop-
ers]. We’re waiting to see what is available
and reliable and in demand by the customers.
When the system is ready, we’ll be ready.”

Meanwhile, Pentar Avionics of Bothell,
Wash., is actively marketing its JetLAN cabin
file server. It allows passengers to enjoy “the
same LAN benefits that businesses are accus-
tomed to in the home office, including intra-
office e-mail, centralized presentations, file
and print sharing, access to company data,
travel guides and maps and aircraft position
displays.” It is not a wireless system as mar-
keted, but a spokesman said it could “easily”
be made wireless through an add-on box.

But even as electronics manufacturers and
OEMs jostle for shares of the market, the gov-
ernment has its own finger in the pie, promising

if not to limit capability then at least to regulate it.
Cindy Halsey, v-p of interior design at

Cessna, contends that it has never been a prob-
lem with the speed with which information
can be “beamed” from a ground station to an
aircraft, but the speed at which information
can be transferred from the aircraft to the
ground. Now that the difference has started to
disappear, this in itself has brought a new
player into the picture–the government.

With the new technology using satellite relay
and Ku-band transmission, some OEMs and
customers are watching the Federal Communi-
cations Commission (FCC) almost as closely as
they are watching the technology develop.

According to DeCrane’s Curry, only Boe-
ing and Arinc are currently authorized by the
FCC to employ bi-directional Ku-band trans-
mission, and that permission is good only for
a series of tests being performed using some
100 aircraft of different types.

The test programs, said Curry, are designed
to determine the extent of the bandwidth en-
velope and the extent to which Ku-band ac-
tivity may create interference with other forms
of electronic communication.

While industry insiders are reluctant to dis-
cuss it openly, most admit that regardless of
the result of the test programs, the FCC is al-
most certainly going to place some limits, not
unlike those restricting the number of cells
that may be active in support of mobile tele-
phone provider service.

Customers Lining Up 
for the E-Cabin

A number of OEMs and independent com-
pletion and refurb centers report customers are
delaying final decisions in specifying aircraft
interior designs, pending the availability of the
true e-cabin with high-speed ground/air trans-
mission capability.

With the advantage of lighter weight, easier maintenance, cooler
operating temperatures and longer life, LED lighting is quickly be-
coming the choice of customers and completion and refurb centers.

The recession began, according to some business avia-
tion insiders, as early as last winter. Now, a year later, its ef-
fect on the completion and refurb industry is generally
regarded as not having been particularly dramatic, and the
future appears brighter than some forecasts would have it.

While virtually all the OEMs reported such cost-cutting
measures as reductions in workforce, minimization of over-
time and scaling down aircraft production rates, large deliv-
ery backlogs kept most OEM and independent completion
and refurb shops busy.

Bombardier reported labor reductions in force beginning
in October, but a spokesman noted that on the completion
side of the house “we retained the core competency skills.”
This despite continuing delays in deliveries of finished
Global Expresses.

Gulfstream, which a year earlier had been ramping up its
refurb program, also announced layoffs of some 250 comple-
tion workers. Raytheon experienced layoffs at its Hawker
completion center in Little Rock and extended its Christmas
shutdown, normally December 22 to January 1, to January 13.

On the other hand, John Rosanvallon, president of Das-
sault Falcon Jet, said there had been no cuts in the interior
completions workforce of 1,800 at its Little Rock, Ark.
plant, though demand appears to have reached a plateau
with the delivery of about 60 Falcons from that facility
last year. Every aircraft, said Rosanvallon, was delivered
on time and Little Rock anticipates delivering the same

number of Falcons this year, “give or take one or two.”
Dassault Falcon Jet had an 18-month backlog in aircraft

deliveries at the end of 2000. And while Rosanvallon ad-
mitted the recession has reduced that backlog to about 12
months, he added that this is unlikely to have a negative ef-
fect on the completion workload. 

To illustrate, he pointed out that the company is now
transferring letters of intent into firm orders for its new Fal-
con 7X and expects to have sold all the model’s 2006 and
2007 delivery positions by the end of this year. The com-
pany also anticipates the start of deliveries of the upgraded
Falcon 2000EX in the second quarter of this year. He fur-
ther noted that the first customer delivery of a Falcon 900EX
with the new EASy cockpit is also scheduled for the second
quarter of this year.

Cessna Aircraft reported that its completion center at
Wichita had experienced minimal disruption as a result of
the recession. Part of the reason, according to the company,
is a consistency in new aircraft sales, driving interior com-
pletions at a similar rate. The company delivered 254 Ci-
tations in 2000 and 313 last year. According to Ted French,
CFO of parent company Textron, Cessna expects to build
300 jets this year.

Bouncing Back
At Duncan Aviation, one of the largest independent com-

pletion and refurb centers in the U.S., v-p of completions,
modifications, marketing and design, Jeaninne Falter, said
its backlog had shrunk at one point to 30 days since the re-
cession began last spring, but added that the backlog has
recently begun to expand again. “We’re seeing the econ-
omy pick up,” said Falter, but she added that despite an
apparent economic recovery, Duncan saw customers
“holding their discretionary dollars a lot closer to the vest
in the latter months of last year.”

She said a number of mandated cockpit avionics up-
grades to comply with TAWS and RVSM will also help
boost the cabin work as customers take advantage of down-
time for cockpit avionics to have cabin refurbishments done.
But Falter also explained that if the recession defies recov-
ery forecasts, those same customers with discretionary dol-
lars are going to have to decide between mandatory avionics
upgrades and cabin refurb work that isn’t mandatory, “and
we know how that’s going to go.”

Nevertheless, she added, “This company has never laid
anyone off in the 45 years we’ve been in operation, and
while we might not have been quite as busy as usual in re-
cent months as in the past, we’ve still not laid anyone off.”

Cindy Halsey, v-p of interior design, engineering and de-
velopment at Cessna, offered a positive point of view with
regard to the economy. “We’ve had such a healthy backlog
that with the few cancellations we’ve had [as a result of the
recession], there have been plenty of customers to step up
and take the slot,” she explained.

Halsey’s attitude reflects that of Textron’s French, who
referred to a healthy backlog in January when Cessna fore-
cast a near-record 2002. He said 90 percent of this year’s jet
production will come from the company’s $5.2 billion order
backlog, and production next year will still represent about
50 percent of the remaining backlog.

On the subject of customer demands, Halsey said even
before the recession officially began “we were seeing a ten-
dency toward less ostentatious interiors.” Part of it, she said,
is a desire by customers to maximize the aircraft’s potential
by putting it on a Part 135 certificate so that it is available for
charter when not employed by the company or individual
owner. “They don’t necessarily want to go into the charter
business, but to make the most of the airplane’s earning po-
tential,” she noted. “Others simply want to be able to offer
additional lift to business associates or hangar mates.

“We’ve always perceived our role as one of a consultant,
rather than one of simply selling an interior,” Halsey explained.
“So it’s not a matter of what we want to sell, but of finding out
what the customer wants and needs and providing it.”

As to the future of the completion and refurb industry,
insiders appear to be taking a positive but somewhat cau-
tious attitude.

“The industry consensus,” said Falcon Jet’s Rosanvallon,
“seems to be for [an economic] turn-around by mid-year.”

And he added, “Based on January numbers, I would say the
economy is better than we had expected it to be late last year,
when we were trying to read ahead into this year.” –K.J.H.

Industry copes with effects of terrorism

Dassault’s Falcon 900EX production line at the company’s main
Bordeaux-Mérignac plant is running close to capacity. The first
900EX with the new EASy cockpit is scheduled for delivery in the
second quarter of this year, signaling continued activity at the
company’s U.S.-based completion facility in Little Rock, Ark.

more on next page
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What’s more, according to Jean-
nine Falter, v-p of completions, mod-
ifications, marketing and design at
Duncan Aviation, the slow economy
has limited the “discretionary dollars”
available to customers. As a result,
many are looking at new national and
international regulations mandating
cockpit modifications and upgrades
and are deciding to spend the avail-
able money to meet such require-
ments as TAWS and RVSM.
Nevertheless, she added, they have set
priorities for the cabin, and the e-
cabin is at the top of the list.

Halsey at Cessna noted that
while U.S. customers have a high
level of interest in the e-cabin, inter-
national customers seem to believe
that supporting technology, such as
the satellite constellations needed to
relay information, remain years
away outside North America. “The
international community is still
more attuned to international
telecommunication capabilities”
than to in-cabin Internet, she said.

Entertainment Requirements 
Are Shifting

Cabin-entertainment systems fea-
turing bulkhead-mounted and seat-
mounted monitors continue to be in
demand, but Halsey said growing
numbers of customers for midsize
and small business jets are bringing
their entertainment with them.

With the advent of portable
DVD players, a growing number of
customers are going with a mini-
mal onboard entertainment system
and demanding more power outlets
that will allow them to operate
their own entertainment equipment
in the form of DVD players and
CD/DVD-capable laptop comput-
ers. “If an airplane has only two
DVD players, passengers are lim-
ited in what they can watch at any
one time, but by bringing their own
DVD player or laptop, everybody
can watch what they want.”

At Audio International, the
cabin-entertainment division of De-
Crane Aircraft, v-p of sales and mar-
keting Steve Rogers, implied that his
group’s future is going to 
be closely tied to the company’s 
e-Cabin.Connect system. “Digital
entertainment is going to be a major
element of e-Cabin,” he said. He
noted that MPEG 2 files can be stored
on the server hard drive and, along
with anything else on it, made avail-

able for instant distribution through
the cabin. He pointed out that this re-
sults in less electrical interference
with sound quality and a better pic-
ture on gas plasma monitors, which
Curry said are particularly sensitive
to electrical interference.

Airshow of Tustin, Calif. reports
it is continuing to work on an air-
borne high-speed e-mail system,
noting that its initial efforts with
Globalstar as the satellite provider
“didn’t work out.” Six months ago,
Airshow was working on an in-flight
airborne cellular phone in the
$200,000 price range, competitive
with the existing Inmarsat satcom
system. But an Airshow spokesman
recently admitted to AIN that its ef-
fort, using the Globalstar-based sys-
tem for e-mail access, has been put
on hold since Globalstar’s organiza-
tion fell apart and the company is
now facing bankruptcy.

However, Airshow continues to
expand its line of products. The lat-
est, said Mike Tiffany, director of
marketing, is a new fourth-genera-
tion satellite-direct television system
called the Tailwind 100 airborne TV
system. It uses DirecTV as its pro-
gram provider. Also in the mill are
plans to include new regions outside
North America–a European satellite-
direct television system and another
in the Middle East–by this July.

The company also recently intro-
duced its next-generation cabin-man-
agement system, which includes all
audio/video entertainment, distribu-
tors and switches, window shades
and cabin lighting. It is already stan-
dard on the Gulfstream IV-SP and
GV. It was recently selected as stan-
dard on the G200 and will be on
board the in-development GV-SP.

Airshow also anticipates intro-
duction of a new cabin-management
feature that will include a local-area
network for computer use, “hopefully
at this year’s NBAA Convention.”

Cellular Emerging 
from the Cellar?

AirCell, after some reorganiza-
tion of its own, now claims it will
have a total of 130 ground stations
covering about 93 percent of the
country by the end of the month.
With 9.6-kbps data transmission
rates, an AirCell spokesman said the
company has successfully completed
live slow-scan video transmission.

Bill Peltola, v-p of sales and mar-
keting for Louisville, Colo.-based
AirCell, said his company has also
resolved the protests of competitors
AT&T and GTE, both of which have
blocked installation of its special an-

tenna in the Los Ange-
les basin. Peltola said
AirCell is now building
the new ground station
in Boron, just east of

Los Angeles, and expects it to be op-
erational by the middle of next
month. “A turbine aircraft flying out
of Los Angeles will now be within
our coverage area within five min-
utes after takeoff,” Peltola said.

The subscription rate for the
entry-level plan, is $29.95 a month,
which includes five minutes of cell
use; after that it costs $1.99 per
minute. The next AirCell plan costs
$59.95 a month and includes 25 min
of use with a charge of $1.75 per
minute thereafter. The premier sub-
scription rate is $500 a month for
unlimited usage.

In December Icarus Instruments
of Takoma Park, Md., introduced
SatTalk II, a low-cost satcom sys-
tem using the Iridium network of
satellites to route calls around the
globe. The $6,000 system consists
of a Motorola Series 9505 portable
phone, aircraft-mounted docking
station and external antenna. The
satphone can be removed from the
airplane and used on battery power.
Icarus had introduced a similar 
unit a couple of years ago, but it
shelved the idea when Iridium filed
for bankruptcy. With Iridium re-
launched earlier this year with back-
ing from private investors, Icarus
has revived the program.

At La Jolla, Calif., Blue Sky Net-
work announced in December it 
has begun the process for supple-
mental certification (STC) of a
cabin-mounted voice and data appli-
cation using the Iridium satellite net-
work. The new unit, BlueSkyLink
C-1000, integrates components of
the Motorola Iridium telephone with
a proprietary circuitry for aircraft
operations. The system consists of a
satellite radio unit mounted in an
avionics bay or other convenient lo-
cation, a remote “in-aircraft” unit
mounted in the cabin or cockpit and
an L-band antenna mounted on the
upper fuselage surface.

A spokesman said the system
will cost about $7,000 (uninstalled)
and that the cost of communication
would run about $1.50 a minute.
Voice/Data service plans range from
$40 to $300 a month, depending on
use. But with 9 kbps speed, cus-
tomers will be limited to direct
voice com and basic e-mail and
business file attachment informa-
tion transfer. “Not particularly
fast,” he admitted, “but affordable
and reliable.” The STC is expected
by the end of ths month.

Cabin Security Products 
Not a High Priority

Following September 11, aircraft

security makers anticipated a big
demand for their products. It hasn’t
quite worked out that way.

“There was actually less curios-
ity about aircraft security products
from our international customers,”
said Cessna’s Halsey, expressing
some surprise.

According to a number of OEMs
and independent completion and re-
furb centers, there was an initial
jump in interest in security cameras
and other aircraft and cabin-security
items. Following any aviation secu-
rity problem, said Securaplane Tech-
nologies president Richard Lukso,
“the telephones ring off the hook,
but six or eight weeks later, it’s
pretty much back to business as
usual.”

This time, said Lukso, whose
Tucson, Ariz.-based company spe-
cializes in aircraft security prod-
ucts, it lasted a little longer. “We
had some positive activity from the
corporate aviation community, and
the CEO of our parent company is
having an internal and external se-
curity system installed on his Fal-
con fleet.” But otherwise, he added,
it’s not only back to business as
usual but, considering the economy,
maybe a little worse.

Securaplane’s primary security
product is an embedded infrared mo-
tion-detection system that monitors
all aircraft doors and panels against
intrusion. It also includes a handheld
transceiver with a line-of-sight range
of 10 mi. Using it, a crewmember
can determine not only that there was
an unauthorized or attempted intru-
sion, but also at what point on the
aircraft the event occurred. It also in-
cludes a four-key touchpad that can
be mounted behind an aircraft panel
that provides through an LED al-
phanumeric display the time and
place of the intrusion. The box re-
quires insertion of a key number for
activation and can be armed or dis-
armed remotely using the transceiver
provided as part of the kit.

Securaplane is well known for
development of remote cameras,
often linked to the onboard enter-
tainment system to provide a
“bird’s-eye view” from outside the
aircraft. The tiny cameras are typi-
cally mounted atop the vertical sta-
bilizer and facing forward, or on the
forward landing gear facing aft.
The “security combination” in-
cludes four ultra-small cameras
disguised as a belly-mount VOR an-
tenna. According to Lukso, if there
is an unauthorized intrusion the ap-
propriate camera is automatically
activated and captures the event on
videotape. The tape is only two
hours in length, but Lukso pointed
out that a camera is only acti-
vated by an intrusion.

A real-time or a recorded
intrusion may be monitored
through the aircraft’s cabin-
entertainment monitors or an
independently installed cock-
pit monitor. The system can
also be linked to the cockpit
multipurpose display.

The company’s newest

product, in the late stages of devel-
opment, is a touchpad device that
would require code activation before
engine start. Lukso said the company
hopes to have this device available
for shipment within the next couple
of months. It is expected to come
with an installed price of “roughly
$5,000.”

Securaplane is also working on a
DVD version of the security camera
system to replace the heavier VHS
system. It will be available “some-
time in the next few months,” said
Lukso, who added that it has already
been “specified on some new Global
Expresses and Gulfstreams.”

Lukso was among those at the
first meetings of the federal Home-
land Defense Committee following
September 11 and he recalled that
the FBI and other agencies ex-
pressed great concern over the secu-
rity of business aviation aircraft.
“They felt business aviation was just
wide open as far as security is con-
cerned,” he said.

While many OEMs and indepen-
dent completion and refurb centers
reported that interest in security
items dropped quickly in the months
after September 11, Jim Harrison,
director of interior completions sales
at Jet Aviation in West Palm Beach,
Fla., was not only up, but so was real
demand. Harrison said in the year
before September 11, the shop had
not installed any cabin interior or
aircraft exterior security items. Since
then, he said, “We’ve installed two,
three more are coming in soon and
we have another seven or eight
quotes out.”

Most of the Jet Aviation cus-
tomers are opting for Securaplane’s
500 system (without cameras),
which weighs about 40 lb. 

Perhaps the only security item
that caught the interest of business
aircraft operators in a big way is not
even a cabin product. Louise Ford,
president of Pit Bull Tire Lock of
Santa Fe, N.M., said her company
can barely keep up with demand and
provided wheel locks for the U.S.
Forestry Service in Utah during the
Winter Olympics.

Ford said the device is actually
rather simple and works in much the
way as the “boot” with which park-
ing scofflaws are familiar. The air-
craft wheel locks are made of an
aluminum/steel alloy that is impervi-
ous not only to bolt cutters but also to
a conventional cutting torch. “I’m
told a plasma cutter will work,” said
Ford. “But anyone dragging all the
equipment required for that is going
to be pretty obvious.”

Also leading the revolution in

e-cabin
continued  from preceding page

According to Cessna Air-
craft v-p of design Cindy
Halsey, more customers
are opting away from the
array of monitors and
heavy DVD equipment and
sound systems, preferring
to bring their own laptops
and associated entertain-
ment.

A Jet Aviation technician at 
the company’s West Palm Beach,

Fla. facility installs a Securaplane
500 security system in a 

Challenger 604. Unlike other 
completion and refurb facilities,
Jet Aviation has reported a sharp

increase in the installation of such 
systems since September 11.

more on page 36
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by Stephen Pope

For any flight department cur-
rently considering the purchase of
a new business airplane–or the
complete refurbishment of an old
one–choosing what cockpit equip-
ment to install ranks among the
most important decisions a buyer
will make. Safety, utility, cost,
weight, maintainability, resale
value and new regulations must all
be weighed when deciding which
avionics options to purchase and
which to leave out. In the long
run, say airframe makers and in-
stallation shops, operators may
find it advantageous to spend the
extra money for more advanced
avionics now rather than opting to
get by with the bare minimum of
required equipment. 

No doubt, passengers appreciate
a cabin’s sumptuous leather seating,
luxuriant deep-pile carpet, burled
walnut veneer cabinets and latest in-
flight entertainment gadgetry–but
unless the cockpit has been fitted
with the proper equipment as re-
quired by a wide range of recent
regulatory changes and proposals
in the U.S., Europe and elsewhere,
that multimillion-dollar business
jet and its luxuriously appointed
cabin could be restricted from fly-
ing into certain airspace, if it is al-
lowed to fly at all. 

The FAA’s mandate for terrain
awareness and warning systems
(TAWS) in thousands of U.S.-regis-
tered turbine-powered airplanes is a
prime example of the dilemma op-
erators face when buying or refur-
bishing a business airplane. The
customer’s dilemma stems from the
fact that there are two classes of
TAWS equipment, each of which
performs the same basic duty–keep-
ing the airplane from flying into
the side of a hill or mountain–but
which are vastly different in terms of
their capability and price. Class-A
TAWS, intended for commercially
operated turbine-powered airplanes
with 10 or more seats, includes a
cockpit display of terrain, whereas
the less advanced and expensive
class-B version requires only voice
callouts of terrain and excessive
rates of closure with the topography.

“Despite the fact that Part 91 op-
erators are required to carry only the

class-B TAWS, we’re finding that
most are opting for class-A systems
from Honeywell and Universal
Avionics,” said Allen Bergfeld,
manager of customer service for
Cessna in Wichita. To varying de-
grees, safety and resale value both
enter into the typical Citation oper-
ators’ decision to purchase and in-
stall the more expensive TAWS
equipment, said Bergfeld. “After
they’ve done the research, a cus-
tomer will often decide to go with a
unit that, while perhaps more ex-
pensive, enhances safety. We’ve
even had some CitationJet cus-
tomers who fly single pilot opt for
the third display on the copilot side,
which costs $120,000. It wasn’t al-
ways like that. Today, safety figures
into purchasing decisions far more
prominently than it ever has.” 

TAWS Mandate Pushing 
Operators to Upgrade

The TAWS mandate has been
the main driver in the recent trend
toward installation of larger flat-
panel flight displays in the cockpit,
but it isn’t the only driver. Many
operators of older airplanes are ex-
tending the lives of their airplanes
by pulling out the original analog
gauges and replacing them with
crisp, clear LCDs, which are capa-
ble of portraying the red, yellow
and green database-driven TAWS

maps of surrounding hills and
mountains, as well as uplinked
weather and moving maps, and a
host of other information such as
synoptic pages and checklists.

Mike Turner, director of market-
ing for Elliott Aviation in Moline,
Ill., said there has been a spike of in-
terest lately from customers who are
seeking to install TAWS equipment
now rather than wait for the man-
date for in-service airplanes to take
effect on March 29, 2005.

“Three years may seem like a
long way off, but smart operators
are realizing there are significant
benefits to equipping early,” said
Turner. “Upwards of 10,000 aircraft
will be affected by the TAWS rule.
The longer operators wait, the
higher the price for equipment and
installation work will climb.”

Turner said Honeywell’s EGPWS
has come down in price, while at the
same time competition from Uni-

versal Avionics’ TAWS and
forthcoming ground-proximity
warning products from
Goodrich, Sandel Avionics and
L3/Thales will continue to drive
up supply. Demand right now is
still relatively low, which trans-
lates to stabilized prices for
equipment and installation work.

For the time being, said
Turner, avionics installation
shops have excess capacity, pri-
marily as a result of the current
economic downturn. But, he
added, only about 10 percent 
of Honeywell dealers are au-
thorized to install EGPWS, and
only half of those shops have
so far developed the engineer-
ing STCs needed to install
class-A equipment.

“As the TAWS compliance
date approaches, thousands of air-
craft owners will be trying to sched-
ule installations with a handful of
qualified shops,” said Turner. “This
will inevitably lead to rising equip-
ment costs and equipment short-
ages. I’m sure some people won’t
make the deadline, and from every-
thing I’ve been hearing there is just
no way the FAA is going to extend
the deadline. As far as they are con-
cerned, we’ve all been warned.”

Elliott is currently involved in a
number of programs with Univer-
sal Avionics to bring its flat-panel
displays to the King Air 200,
Learjet 35 and Hawker 700. Turner
said operators view the reduced
downtime that results from in-
stalling the flat-panel displays,
which are far more reliable than
old gyros and wire-intensive elec-
tronics, as among the chief reasons
for spending the money for a com-
plete cockpit upgrade.

Other buyers who might have
been considering buying a new air-
plane before the economy turned
south are now exploring ways to
extend the lifetime of their current
aircraft, Turner added, and that has
been another significant factor in
the recent increased interest in
panel refurbs.

“Right after September 11
things got really quiet,” he said.
“But now, within just the last month
or so, we’ve seen a healthy spike in
interest for cockpit retrofits.”

Turning Old to New
Honeywell and Rockwell

Collins each have developed retro-
fit avionics systems based on 
the companies’ latest platforms.
Avionics technicians at Garrett
Aviation in Springfield, Ill., spent
the better part of last summer
pulling out nearly all of the old
analog equipment in a 19-year-old
Gulfstream III and replacing it with
a trio of flat-panel displays from
Honeywell, the key components of
the avionics maker’s recently cer-
tified Primus Epic CDS/R (control
display system/retrofit) integrated
avionics system. 

Pentastar Aviation (nee Daim-
lerChrysler Aviation) recently
completed the installation of the
Honeywell system in a GII at its
modification center in Waterford,
Mich. According to Paul
Reynolds, Pentastar’s manager of
avionics, the installation included
three DU-1080 displays, Primus II
radios, EGPWS, SPZ-800 flight di-
rector/autopilot, L-3 TCAS 2000
and Goodrich’s GH3000 standby
instrument system.

Collins, with its Pro Line 21
Continuum retrofit system package,
has developed packages for several
business airplanes. The approvals in
hand include Continuum packages
for the Citation III, Hawker 700 and
800, Challenger 600 and 601, Gulf-
stream II/IIB and GIII and Falcon
20 and 50.

A long menu of installation
choices offers Continuum buyers a
variety of options from among
standalone units or fully integrated
packages, compatible with digital
and analog interfaces. Also avail-
able as Pro Line 21 Continuum op-
tional selections is the family of Pro
Line 21 CNS sensors, for which the
Cedar Rapids, Iowa company ex-
pects deliveries to begin this month.

While it is impossible to gauge
the precise level of interest among
operators for the Honeywell and
Collins retrofit packages, installa-
tion shop managers interviewed for
this report were nearly unanimous
in their assessments that the higher
prices for the Collins equipment
will make Pro Line 21 Continuum
less attractive to budget-conscious
buyers. Though pricing among air-
planes varies widely, Primus Epic
CDS/R appears to be selling for
about $1 million compared with the
roughly $2 million price for a full
Pro Line 21 Continuum system. In
its defense, Collins spokespeople
said Continuum is a truly integrated
flight-deck system that is nearly as
capable as the full Pro Line 21 pack-
ages installed in new business jets. 

Do Your Homework
A bevy of new and forthcom-

ing rules will require significant
upgrades to avionics in older air-
craft for programs designed to 
increase capacity and enhance
safety. The list is long, but in
many cases the proposals on
drawing boards deep within the
FAA and ICAO have yet to coa-
lesce and become actual require-
ments. 

Not surprisingly, only about half
of Cessna’s customers report being
extremely well versed in the new
airspace restrictions, said Bergfeld.
That leaves many customers who
admit they are unsure of the ramifi-
cations of ICAO initiatives such as
required navigation performance
(RNP), 8.33-kHz frequency spacing
for com radios, RVSM, TCAS II
with Change 7 software, TAWS,
ELTs and FDRs. Bergfeld said these
customers often sit down with
Cessna representatives with the idea
that they are going to spend as little
as possible, only to decide after

hearing all the facts that the extra
money will be well spent, especially
where safety is concerned. 

“We don’t necessarily try to ad-
vise customers on how to equip
their airplanes, but we do try to ed-
ucate them so they realize the effect
the rules will have on them not only
today, but also years down the
road,” he said.

As an example, Bergfeld
pointed out that it now appears
likely RVSM will be instituted in
U.S. airspace in 2004, which he
said is much sooner than most orig-
inally thought. With this recent rev-
elation, he said, almost all new
Citation buyers are choosing to out-
fit their airplanes for RVSM.

With insurance rates skyrocket-
ing, Bergfeld said insurance compa-
nies might start to offer deep
discounts for operators who equip
with advanced safety and security
avionics. He said many customers
have come to Cessna since Septem-
ber 11 asking about ways to prevent
unauthorized access to the cockpit,
perhaps through the use of security
keypads that prevent the engines
from being started unless the crew
enters a code. 

“Unfortunately, there does not
seem to be an easy answer to the se-
curity issue,” he said. “We are
somewhat skeptical of devices that
use numeric codes to keep people
from entering the airplane. The fact
is, an airplane is a tough place to
keep people out of–if someone
knows anything about the operation
of the airplane, then they are proba-
bly going to be able to get in and
manipulate systems.”

Bergfeld also revealed that
Cessna is interested in offering a
head-up display across the Citation
line, but he said the company does
not want “just a neat gadget.” For a
HUD to make economic sense, he
said, it must offer some utility ben-
efit, such as the allowance of lower
approach minimums. 

Bergfeld also said customers
have been asking about electronic
flight bags–handheld cockpit dis-
plays for viewing approach charts in
the cockpit–but added that so far
Cessna engineers have not moved
beyond the evaluation stage.

Devices under consideration
are Universal’s UTC, Northstar’s
CT-1000 and the Flight Guide
3500. Bergfeld said an intriguing
option is the Jeppesen electronic
approach chart package under de-
velopment by Collins for retrofit
applications, which calls up the
approach plate right on the cock-
pit display. o

The Primus Epic CDS/R
upgrade, shown at

right in Honeywell’s
Citation V test air-

plane, is being mar-
keted as an

expandable retrofit for
medium and heavy

business jets.

The Citation CJ1 cockpit is equipped with the Rockwell Collins Pro Line 21 avionics
suite. Some operators have been opting for the $120,000 third display on the copi-
lot side.

Cockpit upgrades add
razor edge to sharp end
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by Kirby J. Harrison

Avanti in Italian means to move
forward quickly. That’s exactly
what is happening in the relation-
ship between Piaggio, the Italian
builder of the racy twin-turboprop
P.180 Avanti, and Stevens Aviation,
the interior specialist based in
Greenville, S.C.

It was less than a year ago that
Stevens Aviation began talking with
Piaggio about completing the inte-
riors on a series of Avantis. But ac-
cording to Larry Baker, v-p of
operations at Stevens, it all began
much earlier with the revival of Pi-
aggio as a company in 1998 and the
creation of Piaggio America in
2000. “They were planning to set up
a completion center with all the

equipment and bring in the skilled
workers and consulted with us
about it,” recalled Baker.

At that point, Stevens had al-
ready done a number of interior
mods and cabin refurbishments on
Avantis. In fact, Stevens was, and
remains, an authorized Piaggio ser-
vice center, and Baker recalled that
at one point “about half the entire
North American fleet of Avantis was
here at the same time for service.”

Nor did it hinder the agreement
process that Piaggio’s North Amer-
ican sales headquarters are located
just across the airfield from
Stevens’ facilities at Donaldson
Center Airport.

In the end, said Baker, both sides
realized that simply expanding the
existing relationship “would save
Piaggio a lot of bricks and mortar
and money.” Stevens, he pointed
out, already had the engineering, in-
terior completions capacity, exterior
paint shop and the ability to do
avionics mods and installation. “So
we signed a contract for seven air-
planes,” Baker said and so far it’s
been a beautiful relationship.”

The contract calls for Piaggio to
fly the airplanes green from its fab-
rication plant in Genoa, Italy, to

Stevens’ facilities in
Greenville. The Avantis
come with about 20 to
25 hr on the Pratt &
Whitney Canada PT6A-
66 engines (including
flight tests in Genoa).
They also arrive with an
interior shell, headliner
and sidewalls. 

For aircraft intended
for European customers,
the airplanes also arrive
with basic seat frames.
ERDA, a division of
U.S.-based DeCrane Avi-
ation, provides the up-
holstered seats for North
American customers. 

Upon receipt of one
of the twin turboprops,
Stevens then makes
whatever modifications
are needed to install the
remaining cabinetry, for-
ward mini-galley, execu-
tive seating, fully en-
closed aft lavatory, car-

peting and the entertainment and
cabin-management system. By the
time each aircraft arrives, the basic
interior design requirements have
been completed at Piaggio America
and the Stevens completions team is
ready to begin work.

Stevens director of modifica-
tions Mike Greco said there are
three basic floor plans for either six
or seven passengers in a relatively
spacious, drop-center-aisle cabin

measuring 14.9 ft long, six feet
wide and 5.75 ft of high. Within
those basic floor plans, one of
which includes a side-facing sofa,
Stevens may custom design the gal-
ley, side ledges, entertainment 
system, lighting and aft lavatory 

interior to fit the customer’s desires.
The typical completion weight,

including paint, is about 800 lb and
the roomy cabin is prompting some
customers to outfit the airplane
more like a business jet, complete
with a DVD entertainment system
and bulkhead-mounted monitor. In
fact, said Baker, “The last Avanti
we delivered was to a customer
who had traded in his Beechjet
400.” At a completed price of about
$4.9 million, the P.180 is easily
competitive with most of the entry-
level jet offerings.

Greco said the completion time,
following delivery of a “frozen” de-
sign, is about 35 days, “depending
on what options the customer
wants.” With no options required,
Stevens can roll a finished airplane
out the door 28 days after the green
aircraft arrives.

And Stevens and Piaggio are al-
ready considering some improve-
ments. The Avantis come to the
Donaldson facility from Genoa
with insulation already installed,
but Stevens and Piaggio are talk-
ing about a deal with Paso Robles,
Calif.-based Flight Environments
to provide sound-absorbing insula-
tion kits. “With the engines well
aft of the passenger compartment
the airplane is already incredibly
quiet, but we think we can make it
even quieter, and at a reasonable
price,” said Baker.

To make the airplane more at-
tractive to both European and U.S.

buyers, Piaggio has had Stevens do
“some prototype engineering” that
would allow the Avanti to comply
with RVSM regulations. RVSM cer-
tification by Italian aviation author-
ities was expected by late March.
This, said Baker, is an important
item, as RVSM is already required
in Europe and will become manda-
tory in parts of Canada this April,
the Middle East and Asia in No-
vember next year, and tentatively
the U.S. in 2004.

Greco also noted that based on
the anticipated success of RVSM
compliance, customers have begun
ordering additional new avionics
items as well, including TAWS,
TCAS and the Skywatch collision
avoidance system.

And unlike many customers of
more conventional aircraft, Avanti
buyers often prefer a more creative
paint scheme. And why not? The
fuselage appears to have been
adapted from the imagination of a
Hollywood producer, the nose is dis-
tinguished by a small canard-like lift-
ing surface, the wings are placed far
aft, and the two turboprop engines
are hung on the back of each wing in
a pusher configuration. In short, the
Avanti is far from being a “wall-
flower” on the flightline dance floor.

Stevens has already delivered

four Avantis since signing the con-
tract early last year, and the U.S.
company expects to turn over an-
other 12 this year. That will bring
the total North American P.180 fleet
to 36 airplanes. The first customer
delivery by Stevens was on June 25
last year, which was on time. And
according to Steve Hanvy, president
of Piaggio America, “We are ex-
tremely pleased with the quality of
work and the responsiveness pro-
vided by Stevens.”

The way the contract is written,
Piaggio is Stevens’ end customer.
“We deliver it to Piaggio here at
Donaldson and Piaggio does a
flight-test series,” noted Hanvy. To
date, said Stevens, all the customer
deliveries have been to North
American buyers and occurred at
the Donaldson facility, “but I’m
sure,” Hanvy added, “that Piaggio
would be happy to turn any air-
plane finished by Stevens over to
any customer anywhere in the
world.” (See related Piaggio frac-
tional story on page 16.)

Avanti has become a standard
word in the Stevens vocabulary.
And with contracts for 12 more
green completions this year and a
growing demand for Avanti refurb
and service, it is likely to remain so
for some time to come. o

Stevens’ Web Site in 3-D

Aircraft completions and maintenance chain Stevens Aviation re-
cently added virtual tours to its Web site (www.stevensaviation.com).
The new feature allows site visitors to view firsthand the capabilities
of Stevens Aviation’s six U.S. shops. Ipex cameras allow for 360-deg
virtual views of the company’s completion and maintenance hangars,
with backshop 3-D images to be added within two months. According
to v-p of aircraft sales and marketing Jim Amador, Stevens is also
working on adding personalized Web sites so customers will eventu-
ally be able to see their airplane in the workflow process from any
computer in real time. 

Additionally, visitors to Stevens’ Web site can look at photographs of
aircraft for sale, request maintenance and completion quotes online, 
e-mail managers and fill out an online customer survey form. –C.T.

Stevens sees future
in Avanti interiors

Avanti buyers, aware
of the distinctive ap-
pearance of their racy
twin turboprop, often
opt for equally dis-
tinctive paint
schemes. With
Stevens Aviation hard
at work on interior
completions, the
North American P.180
fleet is expected to
grow from its current
20 to 36 by the end of
this year.

Stevens Aviation works from three basic cabin lay-
outs in completing Avantis but has considerable lat-
itude when it comes to customized cabinetry and
executive seating.

The relatively spa-
cious Avanti inte-
rior–14.9 ft long,
six feet wide and
5.75 ft high–offers
Stevens’ interior
designers room for
creativity.
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by Kirby J. Harrison

Barbara and Ed Cesar started doing aircraft
interiors in 1978, launching their Van Nuys,
Calif.-based company on the strength of a sin-
gle used sewing machine and about $200 in
cash. Today the Cesars own and manage one
of the most successful aircraft refurb centers in
the country. But despite a schedule that rolls
out some 200 interior refurb jobs a year and a
glossary of clients that reads like the guest list
at the Academy Awards, Syncro retains the
feeling of a company that works within itself,
comfortably and without the stress typically as-
sociated with deadlines and demanding clients.

To describe it as a corporate culture is a lit-
tle like describing Victor Borge as a concert pi-
anist. The Cesars, 23 years later, still find the
same joy and satisfaction in their work that was
there when they began.

With some 30 artists and craftsmen, the Ce-
sars create, build and install “personalized in-
flight environments” for aircraft from Cessna
172s to Boeing 737s. Ed Cesar shied from a
suggestion that they are a completion center to
the stars, but admitted that having the business
virtually in Hollywood’s backyard hasn’t hurt.
Michael Ovitz, once described as the most
powerful man in Hollywood, had all his air-
plane interiors done by the Cesars. And actors
John Travolta and Kevin Costner have had
their Gulfstreams done at Syncro, too.

“We’re not your typical operation,” said Ed
Cesar. “Not because of who we work for, but
the kind of work we do for them.”

Each interior project at Syncro is ap-
proached in terms of creating an environment
that will match the tastes, personality and needs
of the client, whether it is finding a rare hard-
wood for the cabinetry or putting together and
installing the high-tech components for an en-
tertainment system that truly rocks. It’s a mar-
riage, said Barbara Cesar, of “creative intuition
and calculating logic.” She pointed out that the
one thing every client has in common is a de-
sire to feel that the interior of the airplane is
uniquely their own.

Syncro restricts its business to what the
Cesars believe they can handle comfort-
ably, usually one or two business jets at a
time. Most of the interior components are
built in house, including cabinetry, side
panels and upholstery.

“We specialize in Gulfstreams,” said Ed
Cesar, “not by design so much as the fact
that the largest refurb market consists of
used Gulfstreams.” But Syncro has also
done interior refurb work on everything
from Falcons to executive widebody airlin-
ers. The point, he said, is not the size of the

job but the size of the challenge.
The challenge at Syncro is not always as-

sociated with an aircraft interior, though it only
occasionally wanders into another area by as-
sociation. A decade ago the Cesars tumbled on
the bright idea of shopping one of their two
64,000-sq-ft, 63-ft-high hangars for use in
movies. With noise restrictions beginning to
limit aircraft traffic and growth at Van Nuys
Municipal Airport, only a short drive from Los
Angeles city center, it seemed a waste if it
were allowed to sit empty much of the time.
Since then it has served as a stage to create de-
tailed mockup scenes for such movies as Face
Off and True Lies. Syncro has also used its de-
sign and airframe experience to create detailed
models for such films as Wag the Dog.

Once Part of the ‘Skunk Works’
From 1977 to 1984, Ed Cesar parlayed his

knowledge of film-making and his experience
as a pilot to produce a movie about hang-glid-
ing called UP. The next year Cesar’s film won
an Academy Award in the live action short cat-
egory, and it still brings a smile to his face.
“We’re the only aircraft interior
refurb center ever to win an
Oscar,” he said.

Ed Cesar finds little to laugh
about, however, when he dis-
cusses a less humorous aspect
of the “Hollywood hangar” and
its twin. Both date to World
War II–towering, barrel-roofed,
wooden structures set on con-
crete pilings. Historically, they
occupy a substantial chapter in
aviation as part of Lockheed’s
old “Skunk Works,” where the
U-2 high-altitude reconnais-
sance aircraft of Cold War fame
was developed.

The hangar duplex is adja-
cent to Syncro Aircraft’s refurb facility on the
airport’s south side. The company assumed
lease of the facility in 1990 and ultimately sank
some $500,000 into making it habitable. “The
former tenants, thinking it was to be torn down,
had left it in shambles, with holes in walls and
exposed high-voltage electrical wiring.”

Since then, Los Angeles World Airports,
the government entity controlling the area’s
airports, has “tried every dirty trick in the
book to get us evicted,” said Cesar. At one
point, LAWA offered to move Syncro Aircraft
to a smaller facility at another airport location.
Not until they had spent money on architects
and engineers did the Cesars discover LAWA
also planned to narrow the property by 50 ft,
“which made it totally worthless to us.” 

When the board of airport commissioners
moved to have Syncro evicted from the
hangars, Cesar’s attorney obtained a restrain-
ing order blocking the eviction. Cesar said he
hoped to see the situation resolved “by the end
of [last] year.”

“We’ve also cornered the market in corpo-
rate aircraft interior mockups,” said Ed Cesar.
Among the latest was a wooden Gulfstream
mockup used in the final episode of the tele-
vision hit Seinfeld.

In addition to its involvement in films,
Syncro does the occasional interior refurb on
yachts, trains, motorcoaches and even the oc-
casional home. But these are the exceptions.
Airplanes are the rule.

Multifaceted
In addition, the company handles airframe

mods associated with the interior refurb work,
from satcom fairings on Gulfstreams to the 
installation of additional fuel tanks in the
wings of a Morane-Saulnier MS-760 Paris jet
being restored by Syncro. The company also 

markets and installs its own customized
soundproofing kit, handles composites work,
does potable water plumbing and installs in-
terior shells.

Despite the extensive and complex interior
work and airfame mods, Syncro does not own
an STC, nor is it an FAA-authorized repair
station. It’s too expensive, said Ed Cesar. “We
can save as much as $500,000 on a major
Gulfstream refurb by avoiding the costs of ac-
quiring supplemental type certificates and ar-
ranging for [FAA] field approvals.”

The Cesars believe in community involve-
ment and use the helicopter commute time
from their ranch 90 mi northwest of Los An-
geles in their Hughes 500C to participate in
Arson Watch and a U.S. Forestry Service fire
spotting program.

The daily commute cuts the two-hour
drive to about 20 minutes, but not always.

There’s an occasional stop for breakfast at
some nice little spot along California’s scenic
coast. After all, what’s the labor worth if you
can’t enjoy the fruits thereof. o

Syncro refurb shop as unique
as the customers it serves

Left: Barbara and Ed Cesar started Syncro Aircraft
with a used sewing machine, $200 and the convic-
tion that they could provide aircraft interiors that
were a unique reflection of the owner’s personality
and character. One of their satisfied clients is actor
John Travolta, above, here reviewing a movie script
in the GII he also pilots. 

Below left: Production coordinator Pierre-Louis
Moroni has taken on some real interior challenges,
including the passenger seats from a Mexican-
registered Piper Navajo that came in held together
by string.

Below right: Aurora “Lola” Juarez has been at Syn-
cro for 13 years and is at least as well known for
her musical talent as a singer as for her upholstery
skills. Many of the artisans at Syncro have been at
the company for a decade or more.
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GORE DESIGN COMPLETIONS
LAUNCHES WIDEBODY INTERIOR SERVICE

Gore Design, since 1988 an aircraft interior and industrial design firm, is now known as
Gore Design Completions. The renamed company recently delivered its first finished aircraft.

In announcing its rebranding, the San Antonio-based company emphasized a new
focus as a completion and refurb center for widebody aircraft interiors. “This is an exciting
team,” said president Jerry Gore. “We are pleased to expand our capabilities to include
complete fabrication and installation.”

In the past year, Gore Design bought the assets of Specialty Mill Works, the cabinetry
and upholstery shop it has used for completion of its first project, a head-of-state Boeing
767. The company also formed a partnership with Dee Howard, leasing from it a 20,000-
sq-ft hangar at San Antonio International Airport and sharing of people and resources.

It was particularly appropriate that delivery of the first turnkey widebody 767 coincided
with creation of the new company, said Gore Design Completions v-p Kathy Gore. And, she
added, the workforce of some 60 people is already at work on the next project–the inte-
rior completion for a second green head-of-state Boeing 767.

The first 767, a -300ER (extended range) model, was configured to include individual
compartments for a president and prime minister and a first-class abreast seating sec-
tion for staff. According to Jerry Gore, the aircraft was completed in 10 months, “on sched-
ule and on budget.” The aircraft is the same 767 that recently made front-page news
when the People’s Republic of China accused the U.S. of installing listening devices dur-
ing the completion process. 

The husband/wife team has a total of nearly 50 years in aircraft interior design and
completion and refurb. –K.J.H.
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by Kirby J. Harrison

Precious metals. They gleam
with the depth of timeless beauty.
Soft gold, brilliant silver. In the busi-
ness jet cabin, they are the exclama-
tion point to an image of quality and
elegance. But these metal furnish-
ings and fittings are often given
lesser consideration by business jet
owners, and even by interior design-
ers, as they deal with higher-profile
components such as entertainment
and communication systems.

The truth, said one designer of
aircraft interiors, is that the metal
plating process that is integral to pro-
ducing fine furnishing and fittings is
little understood, “even by those of
us who ought to understand it.”

Metal plating, according to
Quaker City Plating, one of the
largest U.S. providers to business avi-
ation, is “an art that has been used for
centuries to preserve and add beauty.”
The artists at Quaker should know.
They’ve been in the business of metal
plating for 44 years. For their busi-
ness aviation customers, they have
metal coated everything from 14-in.
by 24-in. black nickel prayer panels
to gold sinks and spigots.

The process begins with the inte-
rior design specs to determine which
metal and finish will best comple-
ment the overall final mix of fabrics,
leathers, woods and carpeting. Then
the items to be plated–drawer pulls,
lighting fixtures, lighting sconces,
sinks, spigots–are sent for plating.

Among the business aviation
OEMs, only Dassault Falcon Jet
does its own plating, starting at its
Little Rock, Ark. interior comple-
tions facility 10 years ago. “It means
faster turnaround, and we can take
care of any problems right here,”
said manager of manufacturing Red
McKinley. “If we have a problem
today, we can fix it today.”

This also limits the number of
metal finishes offered. Dassault cur-
rently offers metal plating in gold,
nickel and copper in a variety of
colors and finishes. At a major metal
plating company such as Quaker, 
as many as eight basic metal plat-
ings may be offered–brass, bronze,
chrome, copper, gold, nickel, plat-
inum and silver–and the color and
finish combinations may total well
over 50. There is polished brass, fine
satin brass, walnut antique brass,
polished champagne gold and crys-
talite gold, polished black nickel,
slate black bright nickel and twilight
black crystal nickel. The subtitles
allow designers to match the metal
pieces more closely with the other
cabin furnishings.

Billy André, manager of aviation
sales and marketing at Whittier,
Calif.-based Quaker, emphasized the
importance of including metal plat-
ing decisions in the earliest phases
of cabin design. He recalled a com-
pletion job that called for a black
nickel plating on a series of 14-in. by
24-in. prayer panels with intricately
etched designs. “We had only one
shot at it,” said André. “If anything
went wrong, we couldn’t strip the
panels and begin over because the
stripping would ruin the delicately
etched artwork.” André said Quaker

built special tanks for the project,
monitored the plating process care-
fully to avoid a build-up of nickel
that would obscure the details in the
etchings, and delivered what the
customer wanted. “But it’s chal-
lenges like that that make us better
at what we do,” he said.

Metal plating is more accurately
referred to as “electroplating,”
which describes the process by
which a metallic coating is applied
to a conducting surface by means of
an electric current.

To begin, the article to be plated,
usually a less expensive, easily
worked and lighter-weight metal, is
thoroughly cleaned of grease and
dirt by a dip in acid and alkaline
cleaning solutions. It is then
“racked,” connected to the cathode
(negative end of a source of electri-
cal energy) and immersed in a solu-
tion of the metal with which it will
be coated. The coating metal exists
in the metallic solution in the form
of positive ions. The anode (positive
electrical terminal) is connected to
another conductor, which is also
dipped into the solution. The elec-
trical current acts on the metallic
ions in the solution, causing them to
bond to the surface of the article.

The thickness of the layer de-
posited on the article depends on the
strength of the electric current, the
concentration of metallic ions, and
the length of time the article is in the
solution. The terms triple-plated and
quadruple-plated indicate various
thicknesses of plating, not separate
layers deposited on the surface.

Ornamental and protective plat-
ings are normally quite thin, be-
tween one one-thousandth and two
one-thousandths of an inch. 

Part of the art of plating involves
knowing exactly how to vary the
electrical current (amperage and
voltage), metallic ion concentra-
tions, length of time and what solu-
tions of salts and metals will create
what colors and finishes.

As the electricity flows, the metal
in the solution in turn flows toward
the low-current density areas. Sharp
edges and points have the highest
current density and will plate more
quickly, requiring great skill on the
part of the artist to ensure an even
distribution of the metal coating.

Plating companies contracting
with business aviation OEMs re-
port that about 85 percent of the
work is for furnishings and fixtures
for new aircraft. The remainder is
for refurb jobs.

Robert Baxter, supervisor of
plating and detail/paint at Dassault,
said that ideally all the items to re-
ceive the same coating and finish
should be done at the same time, to
ensure consistency and on-time de-
livery. André also recommends that
customers have an extra of each
item struck (cast or otherwise
shaped) and plated as a replace-
ment. This may save time and addi-
tional expense at a future date. He
also noted that if pieces are to be
bent or twisted for installation, those
bends and twists must be done be-
fore plating or the bonded metal
may pop loose or crack. This is es-
pecially true of more brittle metals

used in plating, such as nickel.
One of the difficulties in doing

refurb work is ensuring that items
received will match those not being
replated. In a perfect world, replat-
ing would be done by the same com-
pany that did the original work. It is
less critical if the old item and the
item being replated are not located
side-by-side in the cabin, where they
might invite instant comparison. “If
the customer sends us the damaged
piece to be replated and another un-
damaged piece to match, the job of
matching is much easier.”

If the plating job was originally
done by another company, the first
step is often to identify the underly-
ing base metal. This determines what

solution must be used to strip away
the old metal plating. A mistake
could result in permanent damage to
the original metal. The process has
sufficient risk that some companies
may do stripping and replating only
on a “no responsibility basis.”

In fact, aircraft owners and man-
ufacturers should be aware that be-
cause of the high value of many
items to be plated–original artwork,
one-off items or intricately ma-
chined parts–plating companies may
decline to assume responsibility for
damage during the plating process
past the usual liability limit.

Gold, bronze and nickel remain
the most popular metal plating
choices, though André points out

that gold is rarely the metal 
of choice aboard corporate aircraft.
Company aircraft owners typically
choose a more understated metal
plating. It is less a matter of cost and
more the image of restraint.

Quaker still offers chrome plat-
ing, which is durable, resistant to
damage and easy to clean. But not
everyone offers chrome, Falcon Jet
among them–environmental regula-
tions have made the byproduct dis-
posal too expensive.

The cost of plating varies, and
gold is not necessarily the most ex-
pensive. Cost is also governed by
the complexity of the plating
process, the amount of preparation
and cleaning required before coating
the thickness of the coating and
whether or not a final clearcoat is
necessary. Chrome, gold metal plat-
ing and some black colors and fin-
ishes do not require a protective
clearcoat.

Plating specialists normally de-
liver instructions on care and
cleaning along with the finished fur-
nishings and fixtures. “These are
precious metals and should be

treated accordingly,”
said André. This means
no home cleaning prod-
ucts and nothing con-
taining grit or
abrasives. To remove
grease and clean finger-
prints, a mild soap so-
lution is recommended,
followed by a wipe
with a soft, damp cloth
and a chamois. A com-
mon glass cleaner with-
out ammonia may be
used in a 50-percent
distilled water solution. 

Many of the typical toilet prod-
ucts, such as aftershave and deodor-
ants, may be damaging to metal plate
and finishes. Nor should water be al-
lowed to dry on metal surfaces.
Water spotting is a minor problem,
said André. But he added, “It be-
comes a major problem if it is a hard
water with minerals that might stain
or damage the metal surface.”

Metal plating is an art. It is
also an extremely labor-intensive
process requiring careful prepara-
tion and constant attention at every
step. The end product is a metal fur-
nishing or fixture that will endure
and add luster to the cabin interior
for many years to come, with the
proper care.                                   o

Metal plating adds
depth to the beauty

Metal plating of cabin furnishing 
and fixtures is an art that transforms

base metals such as aluminum or steel
into gleaming accents to the interior
cabin design in a variety of precious

metals and finishes.

Dassault Falcon Jet is the only business
jet manufacturer that does metal plating

for aircraft interior items in-house. Its
facility at Little Rock, Ark., totals nearly

5,000 sq ft and employs 32 workers in
three shifts to keep up with demand.
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cabin avionics technology is the LED,
or light-emitting diode. It is rapidly re-
placing the dominant fluorescent and
halogen lighting in everything from
indirect cabin-wash lighting to read-
ing lamps. The advantages are con-
siderable, including lighter weight,
lower power consumption, greater re-
liability, longer operating life and no
propensity for arcing.

“We’re quoting the heck out of
LED systems,” said Jet Aviation’s
Harrison. “We’re sold on it, and
we’re selling it.”

Among those who launched a
new LED line in recent months was
EMTQ of Muskego, Wis. Late last
year it was developing LED reading
and dome lights to complement its
existing line of upwash/downwash

lighting, flexible strip lighting, mini-
spot lighting and chart-reading lights.

The new reading lights have a
maximum current draw of 200 mA
(80 mA nominal) and a max weight
of a eight ounces, and they meet
SAE requirements.

Also announcing a complete line
of LED lighting in recent months is
B/E Aerospace. In the past, accord-
ing to Rod Stoehr, general manager
of B/E’s Holbrook, N.Y. facility,
LED was just a small piece of the
whole in cabin lighting. “Now we’re
offering the whole LED system.” It’s
a package that includes indirect-
wash cabin lighting, adjustable over-
head reading lights, dome lights and
flexible-arm reading lights.

One of the more aesthetic fea-
tures of total LED lighting is that
you get “good, clean consistent,
white lighting,” said Stoehr. It can
also be easily adapted to a business
jet cabin management control sys-

tem to allow as many as four light-
ing zones and up to six memories. 

One of the brightest spots in cabin
avionics this year was voiced by
Audio International’s Rogers, who
noted that for years the new technol-
ogy has become more and more
complex and less user-friendly.

“Finally,” he said, “the technol-
ogy we’re dealing with allows us to
make it simpler. Simpler to install,
simpler to maintain and simpler to
operate.” To which Cessna’s Halsey
offered a hearty cheer. “I’m not a
‘techie,’” she said, “so I am the
barometer by which our scientists
and engineers determine just how
user-friendly a system is. If I can
work it, they figure anybody can.”

Halsey said all the company’s Ci-
tations now come with a simplified
user guide, leather-bound and com-
plete with photographs and step-by-
step instructions in the customer’s
language of choice.” o

Security
continued  from page 28


